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Kelliher up to bat at U of O Kicking for the goal
JUNE 6, 2014

by Jessica Matthias
Staff Reporter

Many children fantasize about playing a
sport professionally,
but for senior Branden
Kelliher professional baseball is a real possibility, or at least college ball. He has been playing baseball since he was five years old and has
landed an athletic scholarship University of
Oregon.
”Sophomore year, I had a bunch of college
scouts come out and watch me play. When
Oregon called, I realized I wanted to go there,
especially because I get to stay close to the
northwest,” Kelliher said.
Branden is most excited for the coaches
at Oregon State and the fact that they offer a
really good program. Another plus is that the
team receives many items from Nike which he
said was unreal. Attending college is not the
only option Branden has available to him.
“There’s a 50% chance I won’t be going to
college, because I am going to the draft which

starts on June 6,” Kelliher said.
If he goes to Oregon instead, he will be
studying sports management. His dream job
since he started playing has been to be a professional baseball player, but he is worried
about injuries, which could be a definite setback.
“The coaches here at LSHS have helped me
through everything, and all of my teammates
are awesome, they always support me. This
experience with them has really helped me
decide on my decision to continue playing,”
Kelliher said.
Branden said he doesn’t want to sound like
he is bragging, although he has many reasons
to. He is looking for a specific amount of money from a professional team or else he will attend college. If he goes to college, he’ll be leaving a week after graduation for Bellingham to
play for the Bellingham Bells, a collegiate team
to get ready for college ball. If he gets drafted,
he’ll be leaving two days after graduation.
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Batter up: Branden Kelliher signs with University of Oregon. He hasn’t made his decision yet on if he will be attending here, he will wait for the results of the major league draft before he makes his final decision. “I would like
to play for the New York Yankees; they have always been my favorite team,” senior Branden Kelliher said.
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On to Trinity Lutheran
Using his golf skills in college

by Teddy Gaspar
Staff Reporter

Senior
Anthony Guerrero,
having lived here
since first grade,
knows this town pretty well. Guerrero
is now reaching every high school senior’s goal, graduation. For the past
five years, Guerreo, has been playing
golf which in recent years has become
his passion. But Guerrero hasn’t always been a golfer. Before that he was
a hockey player, but a concussion during one of his matches cut short his
career short.
“It has been really fun meeting a lot
of great people, but I am finally glad
that it is all over,” Guerrero said.
After realizing that his passion was
more into golf than it was into hockey, Guerrero has decided to stick with
golf. After making that decision and
after a year of playing, Guerrero tried
out for the high school boy’s golf team
his freshman year. After making the

team that year, it opened up a path for
the rest of Guerrero’s high school career. Now with the end of high school
in sight, Guerrero is now looking towards the future and what it holds for
him.
“This summer I am traveling to
Hawaii for a golfing tournament that I
am competing in,” Guerrero said.
After the competition is over and
Guerrero is back in town, he is looking forward to college. He is attending
Trinity Lutheran College in Everett on
a golf scholarship.
“Trinity Lutheran is really close to
home so that was a big factor with me,
and I really wanted to be somewhere
where I knew and feel comfortable so
this was a great place,” Guerrero said.
He is planning on majoring on
Business and Marketing. After finishing up there and getting his degree
Guerrero hopes to get a job as a golf
instructor.
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Above par: Anthony Guerrero found his passion for golf five years ago. Here he made the transition from hockey to golf. He is taking his golfing talent to Trinity Lutheran College in Everett. “I’m most excited because I’m
ready to play against better competition and play at a higher level. It has been a dream of mine for the past four
years, and it’s nice that all the hours and days I’ve spent working on my game has really paid off,” Guerrero said.
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Taking her skill to Bellevue
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A balance with studies and volleyball
by Teddy Gaspar
Staff Reporter
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Spike: Emily Ball has learned a lot from playing volleyball. It has taught her how to express herself and use her talents through hard work, perseverance and dedication.“I
am excited to meet new people, and have fun playing volleyball,” Ball said.

Senior Emily Ball is no new resident to Lake Stevens. Ball has lived in Lake
Stevens since second grade, but starting in sixth grade she found one of her
future passions, volleyball.
“I just wanted to try something new, so I started at the local Boys and Girls

Club,” Ball said.
Ball started to play both on select teams and school teams. With all the wins and losses in the past
four years, Ball remains humble.
“The best part is my team. I love my team and we just have a good time. We all have different
roles per se, and I was always the klutz. I would fall down during practice, and I was never really
hurt, so we always had a good laugh about it,” Ball said.
With the loss in the post season of her senior year still in her memory, Ball doesn’t want her last
memories of volleyball to be that. Ball will be attending Bellevue College in the fall. She plans to
major in nursing.
“I want to go and graduate, and maybe I’ll go to a post graduate school to narrow down my field
to a physician’s assistant,” Ball said.
Ball hopes to transfer to the University of Michigan after maybe two years at Bellevue College.
Even though Ball was not originally planning on it she has decided to play volleyball while in college.
“I didn’t think that I wanted to, but when the season finished the way it did I didn’t want it to end
like this. But as far as college goes I want to have a good volleyball season, have fun and get good
grades to transfer,” Ball said.
Having coached volleyball for Ball’s first three years of the high school team, Amy Wiklund has
many memories about her.
“I can’t count the number of times she has fallen down or made a fool of herself, or just acted like
a crazy person. I will sorely miss the person that is Emily Ball,” Wiklund said.
Ball has worked hard for many years and now all pays off with the opportunity to be part of the
Bellevue College volleyball team.

Shea extends his talent
to college to the next level
by Meredith Brown
Editor-in-Chief

Senior Taylor Shea has
been playing baseball since
he can remember. It has
been a big part of his life,
something to which he has dedicated a lot of his
free time.
“[Outside of the school baseball season] With
my select team we practice three or four days a
week if we don’t have any games, but if we have
games we usually are playing everyday,” Shea said.
Shea’s focus has been mainly pitching and a
little bit of playing third base. His main position
is pitcher and that’s what he hopes to pursue
throughout college. Pitching isn’t for everyone,
it takes a certain mentality and dedication to become a successful pitcher.
“In baseball, there are pitchers and there are
throwers. Similar in objectives, but different in
mentality. A pitcher is a methodical thrower,
whereas a thrower gets on the mound and just
throws. Throwers may get headlines in the paper,
but pitchers are the ones with great careers in the
sport,” Shea said.

Balancing school and sports is something that
every student athlete must learn, and adapt to.
“I’m a student athlete, student comes first.
With homework, it is just a lot of late nights,” Shea
said.
Shea plans on bringing this mentality to college. He will play for Everett Community College
for a year, then plans to transfer to a university,
he hopes to play for a division one four year university.
His improvement throughout the years has
been a result of hard work, dedication and support
from friends, family, and coaches.
“With a high level of dedication and desire,
combined with his natural talents, Taylor shines
both on the field and in the classroom. His considerable success (in both areas) is well deserved and
impressive. In both areas, too, Taylor has proven
to be exceptionally dependable. Each and every
day, he strives to do his very best and has been
very successful as a result. I am confident he’ll be
successful at the next level too,” teacher and coach
Michael Hodgins said.

Baseball Softball
Placed 2nd in
Wesco, qualiﬁed for
state.
Regular season
Wins: 11
Losses: 5

Placed 2nd in Wesco,
qualiﬁed for state.
Regular season
Wins: 16
Losses: 4

Golf

Overall - Boys
Wins: 11
Loss: 1

Districts: placed 4th,
1 qualiﬁed for state
Girls: undefeated
in Wesco north this
year, 2nd in districts
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Dedication: Taylor Shea on the mound. Shea has been playing baseball since he was a little kid.
He has dedicated a lot of time and hard work in this sport. “I have been playing baseball basically
since I could walk. It’s been a dream of mine since I was a little kid to play in college,” Shea said.

Track
Girls
and Field Tennis

Girls
Wins: 3 Losses: 2
Boys
Wins: 4 Losses: 1
State Placers:
Tevin Gray - 8th
Noah Wallace - 4th
Chase Reid - 6th
Rachel McDaniel - 12th

Qualiﬁed for districts:
Shaelyn Huot, Anna
Green, Theresa Gipson, Megan Huﬀman,
Erin Huﬀman and Julia Hermsen.
Regular Season
Wins: 9
Losses: 5

Boys
Soccer

Placed second overall
in Wesco 4A league.
Wins: 8
Lost: 6
Tied: 3
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by Britty Lamberty
Features Editor

The Huffman twins first spot on
the varsity tennis team four years
ago led them to be the great tennis
players as they are today.
Megan and Erin Huffman, who started playing tennis
together at the age of five (taught by their dad), made the
varsity team for tennis their freshman year, an uncommon
occurrence for many freshmen.
“We either wanted to play softball or tennis, and we
chose tennis because we are a tennis family, and tennis is a
life sport,” M. Huffman said.
The intensity of playing older opponents has only
strengthened and improved their skills over the last four
years.
“Playing on a varsity team since freshman year improved my playing by learning what it was like being on a
real tennis team. I got to hit against tough opponents I’ve
never played before, and my skills improved whenever I
played a match. Throughout these four years of being on
varsity, I’ve always had a game plan whenever I play a
match, and I got better by playing my hardest against my
teammates with what my coaches taught me,” E. Huffman
said.
Playing tennis against each other at a young age and
now playing as the best for the varsity team has stirred up
sibling rivalry and helpful competition between each other,

which is something the Huffman twins see as a way to improve their own skills.
“Of course there has been competition, but at the end
of the day, we are each other’s biggest fans. Plus, Erin and I
have always been close skill wise,” M. Huffman said.
The Huffmans’ playing technique toward each other
compares with one another because they both want to succeed, however they always support each other in the game.
“Whenever I play Megan, I try to beat her every time I
play her. I win sometimes, and I lose sometimes but that’s
just how the game goes. Throughout these four years for
being on varsity, Megan and I always had at least one or
two challenge matches against each other, and they were
all so tough but good in the end,” E. Huffman added.
With their times playing at the high school coming to an
end, the Huffman’s have decided to play at the College of
Idaho in Caldwell, together.
“Both of us decided we wanted to play tennis together
because we’re best friends and we do everything together.
At a young age, Megan and I did everything together and
never wanted to go our separate ways with anything,” E.
Huffman said.
The Huffman’s legacy of tennis accomplishments will
remain with winning 5th place in State, 1st place Wesco
North and 3rd place for all Wesco, which tookthem to state
last year.
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Girls take their tennis talents on to playing for College of Idaho

Cuzzetto’s future at Headed to Montana
St. Cloud State University Excited for a future in football
by Teddy Gaspar
Staff Reporter

Senior
Noah
Cuzzetto is a new
Lake Stevens Viking this year. After recently moving from Edmonds,
Cuzzetto will continue his wrestling
career at Saint Cloud State University. Even though Cuzzetto wrestling
career really launched during his high
school years he got started when he
was younger. Cuzzetto started eleven
years ago.
His interest was sparked by an ad
he saw for a public wrestling team in
the local newspaper. Ever since then,
Cuzzetto has been wrestling for school
teams. Now with his high school career over, Cuzzetto can say he has
been very successful. Going to state
multiple times, he took second in state
this year, won state twice, and won re-

gional and districts three times each.
“I think that me doing [wrestling]
earlier in my life has really helped prepare me for wrestling in high school,”
Cuzzetto said.
Now looking into the future Cuzzetto has set his sight on college. He has
decided that he will attend Saint Cloud
University in Minnesota. While he
plans on wrestling in college, Cuzzetto
will major in Business Marketing.
“It seems pretty interesting among
other things and also there appears to
be plenty of jobs in that area of work,”
Cuzzetto said.
Cuzzetto understands that while
wrestling is his passion it won’t help
pay the bills. “I really want to graduate because wrestling comes second.
Wrestling won’t pay my bills but my
education will,” Cuzzetto said.

by Alexandra Mulvaney
Features Editor

After high school senior Evan Miksch is headed to Montana State University to live his dream playing college football.
Miksch has played as a Viking all three years of high school and
couldn’t be more excited to move on to a higher level of playing.
“Playing at LSHS taught me that in order to be good at football, or anything in life you
have to work as hard as you can at it, and nothing is just given to you,” Miksch said.
Miksch has shown his hard work on the field playing for the high school and has been
training and preparing himself for the future. Playing at a college level is much harder on the
body and he will be playing against bigger guys than he has in the past. Miksch has worked
hard to get his body in shape for a future in football.
“I work out in the weight room three or four days a week for about two hours. Then I have
speed and agility training for about an hour and a half. I’ve been doing that routine since
January,” Miksch said.
Miksch is very excited for new experiences in Montana and plans to enjoy college. He
is hoping to get a good scholarship from the university after playing for them his first year.
“Montana State has been recruiting me since sophomore year, and then last summer
I went to do their camp and to visit. That’s when they told me they wanted me to play for
them,” Miksch added.
Miksch is satisfied with his choice of where to attend college.
“I’m excited to live away from home but still close enough in case I need anything. Montana and the campus is so beautiful I wouldn’t want to go anywhere else,” Miksch added.
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Pinned down: Noah Cuzzetto new this year, but fitting right in with the athletic side of Lake Stevens
High School, signs with Saint Cloud University in Minnesota. “I’m excited because it’s a whole new
level of wrestling and it’s been my dream to wrestle in college since I was a little boy,” Cuzzetto said.

Montana on one: Evan Miksch stands on the Montana State University football field, where he will
be playing for the next chapter of his football career. “ I get to further my playing, and I was given the opportunity to keep playing football and not very many people get to do that,” Miksch said.
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Student with major goals aims to get closer to NASA with time
by Mackenzie McLeod
A&E and News Editor

In the 1960’s, there was an
elite group of men who trained
to become United States astronauts. Despite this, not all
of these men actually got the
chance to go into space.
However, space exploration
is still a dream for many people, including senior Duncan
Mattingly who developed his
interest in the universe during
adolescence watching movies
like “Star Wars.”
“It was either being an engineer and building rockets or
being a physicist. I figured [being a physicist] would be more
fun,” Mattingly said.
Mattingly continued his
love for science and took classes such as Biotech Engineering, taught by Jonathan Dufay.
“Duncan is into the engineering side of house. So look-

ing at a problem and coming
up with a creative solution to it
and figuring it out. I think that
that is one of the elements in
the class that he appreciates is
they get problems they have to
solve through them, test them,
and revamp their design based
on the results of their tests. It’s
just an extra extension of science,” Dufay said.
A lot has changed with the
federal government in the
past fifty years. Budget cuts
throughout the government
have especially affected NASA,
so the Space Shuttle program
has closed down and NASA is
focused on sending robots into
space, rather than people.
Being selected as an astronaut in those days meant beginning a career in the military, often as a pilot, before
being selected to join the training program at the government
agency known as the National
Aeronautics and Space Admin-

istration (NASA).
With the government scaling back its funding for NASA,
private enterprises, such as
Virgin Galactic and SpaceX,
have filled the gap, developing
spacecraft that is currently capable of outer atmosphere and
subspace travel with bigger
goals of distance space travel
in the future.
“To go to space is my biggest
dream, and so I want to work
on it and maybe give myself an
excuse to go up, [and with private companies], if you want to
go to space, it’s buying a ticket
and going,” Mattingly said.
Recently more research scientists, rather than military,
have been selected to become
astronauts, giving higher opportunity to young minds
studying space. Mattingly
plans to study physics at Montana State University because
of their involvement with
space programs such as NASA.
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Sky-high goals: Duncan Mattingly has worked hard and reached great accomplishments, and is planning on continuing this route into his future. After a lot of research
and dedication Mattingly will be able to do what he pleases. “In five years, I’m going
to be in grad school studying for a PHD in Relativistic Physics,” said Mattingly. For
this senior, the sky is quite literally the limit and a reachable goal.

Early start in nursing Cody Mulligan ready
to save lives of many
by Kaylee Nunley
Opinion Editor

Sometimes,
the importance
of workers in the
medical field is
undervalued and overlooked. Not by
senior Kaylah Martin, though, who is
moving quickly towards her goal to
become a nurse. Many people don’t
know when a career is fit for them,
but Martin saw an excellent opportunity in the medical field and took it.
“I didn’t always want to be a nurse.
When I was little, I wanted to be everything from an explorer, to a journalist, to a teacher, to a veterinarian.
One day I looked into the World’s
Book of Careers. I read through almost every job that it listed. I wanted
to be able to travel, help my community, and be able to put a smile on
people’s faces,” Martin said.
Hands-on experience only escalated Martin’s interest in this career
field, showing her what this future
would really have in store for her.
“Knowing that I wanted to work
in medicine, I started volunteering at
nursing homes to get my foot in the
door. While volunteering, I felt right
at home. Almost immediately I knew
that I wanted to be a nurse. I grew
very close to all of the residents, nurses and nursing assistants. It felt like I
had joined another family. I felt like
I was making a difference in peoples’
lives,” Martin said.
Furthering her now chosen career
path, Martin joined a program in Everett, about a month long with $650
plus fees, called MedPrep so that she
could be a nursing assistant. She

by Hannah Mulvey
Staff Reporter
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Looking to assist; After searching options, Kaylah
Martin has landed on nursing as a career. “Even
the people at death’s door, I feel like I was making their time elft more valuable,” Martin said.

worked often to gather up this money
herself.
“You only have to be 16 years old to
be a nursing assistant and the starting
wage is about$15 an hour on average.
I finished the class and did five eighthour internships at nursing homes
as a CNA. I absolutely loved it,” said
Martin.
Martin is currently still deciding
which program to attend to complete
her schooling, but at this point she
would like to become a registered
nurse in the operating room of Providence Hospital and hopes to eventually own a small clinic in the area.

Senior
Cody
Mulligan has big
plans after high
school. Mulligan
plans to join the fire department in efforts
to save lives.
“I grew up around the fire station because my dad was working there. Ever
since my dad got hired on to Lake Stevens
Fire, I knew being a fireman was the job I
wanted to do,” said Mulligan.
A lot of factors play in the preparation
for this job. Mulligan has been going to the
fire department training at Sno-Isle. This
has helped him observe the job and see if
this is the right career path. Some things
have made future fireman a little nervous. But Mulligan isn’t scared at what’s
to come.
“There were only things that told me
and showed me that I need to do the job to
help people and save lives,” said Mulligan.
Along with saving lives there are many
other things he is looking forward to in the
upcoming years.
“The career path and the physical part
of the job and to be a little kid’s hero,” said
Mulligan.
Being a firefighter requires extensive
training. Sno-Isle has been a huge factor
in the training process. Sno-Isle offered
him outside training to combat fires and
classroom training to learn the basic ropes
of the job. This has also taught leadership
skills, communication skills and a good
outlook and perspective at life. A good
perspective is the key to not getting caught

up in the upsetting situations that may occur.
Mulligan is very enthusiastic about being a firefighter. He feels prepared and
ready for whatever lies ahead and the
thrill of knowing lives are being saved in
his hands.
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Fighting for safety: Cody Mulligan is taking the opportunity to help people out of scary and dangerous
situations as a future career. “The best thing about
firefighting is helping the community members when
they are in need,” Mulligan said.
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Student flies straight into an aviation program
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Jack Collins sets up his future with airplanes and aims high
by Meredith Brown
Editor-in-Chief

Senior Jack Col- experience, I was deemed flight worthy,”
lins has had a pas- Collins said.
Flying isn’t easy. Along with having to
sion for flying since
age nine. When he react quickly to changing conditions, it
flew with a friend in a Cessna, a small per- also requires in-depth knowledge of the
mechanical workings of the airplane.
sonal aircraft.
“The hardest part is communicating on
Collins aviation knowledge and flying
experience began at age eleven when he the radio because there are different calls
signed up for private pilot flight school at for each situation and you have to know
Harvey Airfield in Snohomish, which he your position and where you are in the
situation. The hardest time I’ve ever had
still attends.
was
when
Not only
the
traffic
has this procircle
was
gram taught
really busy,
him how to
and I had
fly, but it futo commueled his pasnicate with
sion.
each aircraft
“I love it
as well as
because it’s
the controla challenge,
-Jack Collins
ler. This gets
and it’s nevparticularly
er the same.
hard when
It’s also an
there are larger aircrafts in the air,” Colescape from reality,” Collins said.
Although the program has taught him lins said.
Throughout his studies Collins has
his love for flying, the start was a little
come to realize that studying and hard
rough.
“The first time they took me up, it was work has been worth every second.
He will continue his journey at Cenin an Aerostar (type of airplane). This
particular airplane is used for aerobatics. tral Washington University, where he
Here they spun us and pushed our bod- has been accepted into their aviation proies up to five G force (G force is when the gram. CWU’s number one ranked flight
force of gravity is multiplied). After this school in Washington offers a four year

“”

program, where the students are required
to participate in a flight lab three times a
week.
Collins attended an orientation for the
program this spring where students flew
flight simulators.
“The professor asked me to go first because I was the only one there with previous flight experience. When we were done
she said, ‘Well, you’ve definitely flown a

plane before.’ I felt that there would have
been more people with flight time,” Collins said.
Collins’s goal is to become a commercial pilot, where he can use his passion as
his career.

“I’m glad Jack is pursuing his dreams
and going to aviation school at Central,
it’s something he has worked for since
he was a kid,” senior Hunter Young said.  

I love it because it’s a challenge, and it’s never the
same. It’s also an
escape from reality

“”
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Reaching for the sky: Jack Collins has focused on flying for his career. In the picture above, he’s standing in
front of a plane that he practices flying in at Harvey Air Field in Snohomish. “I’m excited to fly in college
and as a career because it is what I have always dreamed of,” Collins said.
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Student expands faith Military future ready
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Hayden Baker looks to ministry
by Noel Gasca
A&E Editor

For
many
teenagers,
their faith acts as a comfort
during times of challenge,
and they gladly go to their
place of worship on whatever day it may be.
For some, though, their
faith acts as an even greater
source of inspiration that
affects their future plans,
and senior Hayden Baker
is one of those people.
Baker’s faith has shaped
not only who she is, but her
career choices also, as she
will be attending a ministry program at her church

in the fall.
“I’ve been a Christian
my whole life. But it’s only
been since freshman year
that I really chose to let
God take control of my life.
Going to church so much
made me realize how much
I love it, and that’s why I
want to be involved with
ministry after high school,”
Baker said.
Although Baker is dedicated to her pursuit of being a pastor, it wasn’t always her first career choice.
“I haven’t always wanted to be a pastor. In fact,
I wanted to be a teacher.
They’re both pretty similar

PHOTO COURTESY OF HAYDEN BAKER

Youth leading youth: Hayden Baker has decided to follow her passion
and has chosen to be a pastor as a career. Baker will continue teaching
and helping others into her future. “I have decided to go into ministry
because loving people and serving The Lord makes me the happiest person in the world. I am excited to follow my calling,” Baker said.

so I will end up doing [one
or the other],” Baker said.
When Baker told her
brother, sophomore Bret
Baker, about her schooling
choices after high school,
he fully supported her because he knows it fits her
perfectly.
“She just has a way of
speaking life into people
and pursuing a career as a
pastor just seemed perfect
for her,” B. Baker said.
B. Baker also believes
that his sister has the right
combination of qualities to
become a pastor.
“Hayden has a huge
heart and a passion for
people. She is always putting others first and I think
that is the best quality a
pastor can have,” B. Baker
said.
Even though H. Baker
has come up against challenges throughout high
school like any other teenager, she credits her faith
as being the thing that has
helped her get through
them.
“My faith has helped
me survive high school. Instead of just going through
the motions, I looked at
every single day as a blessing. God showed me how
to look for good things in
every single day. Of course
I made mistakes in high
school, I’m human. But
God gave me a purpose,”
H. Baker said.

Nick Parker, a soon-to-be marine
by Alexandra Mulvaney
Features Editor

S e n i o r it takes a strong person to be taken
into this program, and Parker
Nicholas
feels honored to be able to
Parker is
be a part of it.
prepar“I am still debating
ing for his life after high school and
whether or not I want to
leaving for boot camp to become a
make a career out of it. I
part of the Marine Corps. Parker
might want to become an
is very excited to serve his counofficer. I see my future
try and has been dreamlooking good either
ing about being a Marine
way; it will be a
since he was young. In
great experience,”
late August, Parker will
Parker added.
be leaving for boot camp
During
his
in San Diego, California
training he will
for twelve weeks. After
learn about difbasic training he will be
ferent
weapons,
heading to Virginia to
discipline,
hand
do combat training and
to hand fighting,
military
occupational
war tactics, milispecialty school for antary history and
other three weeks.
many other things a
“After boot camp my
marine must know to
ranking will be anywhere
stay safe and smart.
from a private to lance cor“I am most excited
poral,” Parker said.
to learn more about
Parker’s
family
and
hand to hand fightfriends are a very large part
ing, also I get to shoot
of his life, and he is nervous
a lot of different guns,”
about being away from them
Parker said.
for so many months.
Parker is doing the
It will be a hard transition
reserve; therefore, he
from seeing his loved ones
will be going to school
everyday to barely being able
part time and when he is
to talk to them. It is a sacon base he will be doing
rifice Parker is willing to
occupation specialty and
make to follow his dreams.
training.
“I am most nervous about
“I am excited to serve
being away from my family
my country, which I’ve
and my girlfriend,” Parker
wanted to do since I was
said.
little, and I’m happy
The Marine Corps is one
to be starting a new
of the hardest and most
chapter of my life,”
dangerous branches of
Parker
said.
military to be a part of;
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Student takes on the auto industry and uses
his interests to venture into being a technician
by Chloe Rowland
Photographer

PHOTO COURTESY OF JONATHAN BERTSCH

Tech it out: Jonathan Bertsch has spent his high school career, plus some, working
on cars. He’s learned a lot from the Sno-Isle program and from his father, and plans
to continue learning more as he furthers a career. “I’m most excited to be able to do
my dream job and keep learning new things along the way,” Bertsch said.

Society would
move at a much
slower pace than
it does now if we
were without cars.
These days there
isn’t many people who haven’t
driven or at least
ridden in a motor
vehicle. Currently
there is an automotive program
offered at Sno-isle
for students who
enjoy learning and
working on cars.

Jon Bertsch will
be
graduating
from the program
after beginning
the program his
junior year.
“My dad got me
into it when I was
young. I’m good
at it so I feel like I
can go farther with
my education and
learn more about
the
constantly
changing
automotive industry.
I want to be an
automotive technician, so I can
diagnose broken
cars and fix them,”

Bertsch said.
Although,
Bertsch’s dad was
the one to introduce him to mechanics and taught
him a majority of
what he knows
today, Bertsch believes the program
was more technically in depth.
“My first year
helped more in
getting to understand how things
work and why they
do the things they
do. This year feels
kind of worthless
because I know all

the stuff we are doing, really, the only
thing that’s helped
me was electrical
work and I liked
how in depth the
electrical segment
got. It helped me
understand
my
job at Snohomish Automotive a
lot more,” Bertsch
said.
Being an individual with interests in expanding
his knowledge in
the
automotive
industry, Bertsch
plans on attending
college at Skagit

Community College and continuing his studies in
motor vehicle engineering.
“We worked on
his [Jon Bertsch]
car awhile ago
and he was really excited about
how his program
had gotten so in
depth with certain
parts He really has
learned more this
year than any other. I think he will
be a great mechanic,” said Bertsch’s
best friend, senior
Spencer Cuff.
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Aspiring fashion forecaster attends Washington State University
by Jessica Matthias
Staff Reporter

Senior
Brittany
Willis
is
someone
many know to look to when in need
of fashion advice or helpful tips
about what to wear for the season.
Her clothes are always ahead of the
trend, she even manages to add a
twist that is all her own. What may
not be as well known is her plans to
pursue fashion as a career.
“Next school year I will be attending Washington State University, and they are known to have
the best fashion program in Washington, so I’m really excited to be
doing that,” Willis said.
While other people express
themselves through what they say,
how they act or the music they
listen to, Willis expresses herself
through fashion. The clothes she
wears and how she colors her hair
is her statement and favorite way
of self-expression.
“It’s been an interest for me for
my whole life. I’ve always wanted
to have a career in the fashion industry. For my dream job I actually
want to work for a magazine company like Vogue. That would be a
really great career for me,” Willis

said.
While the fashion industry may
be tough to break into, there are
still many jobs available. Some
jobs include designing, modeling or even writing about fashion
trends.
“I want to do fashion forecasting which is where you figure out
the new trends for the next year.
I think the most exciting part of
this job would be to help people be
fashion forward and helping them
figure out the different styles that
will be in for the season ahead of
time,” Willis said.
Business and Marketing (DECA)
has helped push her towards being
in the business of fashion since it
ties in together. She will be marketing what she thinks people should
wear in the upcoming seasons after
all.
“I am most excited to learn new
things and help people, too,” Willis
said.
She landed an internship this
summer for Nordstrom’s fashion
board which she thinks will help
her future tremendously. Maybe in
the future the name Brittany Willis will be featured on the pages of
Vogue.

“”

I think the
most exciting part
of this job would
be to help people
be fashion forward and helping them figure
out the different
styles that will be
in for the season
ahead of
time

“”
- Brittany Willis
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Forecasting fashion: Brittany Willis will be attending Washington State
University for their fashion program next year. Willis is excited to study
fashion there, where she will hopefully be working with magazines such as
Vogue in the future, as a fashion foreacaster. She gets her inspiration from
“magazines and Tumblr”.
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Boeing bound
by Tyler Baggs

Boeing is a major worldwide company located Washington state, so it’s
Staff Reporter not surprising that you might know
someone who works for Boeing. For
senior Will Ogden, he is working towards his goal to also
work for Boeing.
“Freshman year was about the time I decided I wanted to be involved in the airplane business and Boeing
seemed like the best fit. I can fix anything and everything. I build cars, and I’ve actually worked on a plane
engine before, and all motors are the same,” said Ogden.
Although Ogden has much to learn and more schooling to go through, he continues to push himself to reach
his goals. He plans to go to EVCC to get his A&P license
and then after, complete online courses through the University of Oklahoma to get his four year degree.
“My ultimate first job would have to be AOG Mechanic and just be able to have the experience and opportunity to travel around the world,” said Ogden.
With more schooling in his future as he heads towards
his goals, Ogden finds reaching his goals easier with the
help of a supportive family and friends. Ogden considers
his dad one of his biggest heroes, who’s been a licensed
mechanic for 40 years.
“My family is super supportive of me and what I want
to do. They’ve always helped me find the path I want to
take. If I have a passion for something, they’re supportive and they wouldn’t tell me no unless it was bad. My
dad always gives me advice and helps me figure out what
I have to do to accomplish the goals that I set for myself,
such as being an airplane mechanic and engineer,” said
Ogden.
Whatever the future holds for Ogden, happiness and
success is sure to come his way when he has Boeing size
goals.

Math Construction relates to every day life
by Nicole Stainer
Staff Reporter

To be good
in math construction, one
must obtain
the right skills. Many students
seem to take this class just as another elective to use towards credits, but not seniors Zhayne Curdy
and Brandon Koumaros, who both
plan to use what they learned in
this class in the future.
Math Construction teaches basic geometry which then is used to
construct measurements into feet
and inches. But the majority of the
class is working in the shop behind
the 100 building doing carpentry.
When starting a project, teacher
Andy Knutson gives them a basic
overview of what the general idea
for the project is, but the students
make their own designs to complete the project.
“You’re free to do your own
thing once you start building your
project. You don’t have anybody
whining at you to hurry up, it’s just
your project, and you do it how you
want it,” Koumaros said.
Koumaros has been taking this
class for two years and has looked
into the carpentry program at
Shoreline Community College. He
has never been too fond of sitting
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down and reading books. Getting
to work with his hands is a good
outlook for him.
“[This class taught me] good
carpentry skills and how to work
with my hands and be efficient and
be on time,” Koumaros said.
As well as Koumaros, Curdy
is also a hands-on learner who
has taken math construction with
Knuston since the beginning of the

school year. This year he has rebuilt a cold frame, made drawers
and saw horses. Taking this class
has taught Curdy that the math
learned in school can be used in the
real world.
“I like that you get to put practical skills into building something,
like using what you use in class
to build a shed or some drawers,”
Curdy said.
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Building with math: Zhayne Curdy and Brandon Koumaros focuses on one of Math Construction’s many projects that are assigned in class. Koumaros enjoys the ability to have
the freedom to construct his project the way he likes it. “One of my favorite things to build
in math construction was the picture stands that were in the lunch room because I got to
personalize it a little bit” Curdy said.

Engineering creates future technology
by Chloe Rowland
Photographer

Goals that ﬂy: William Ogden hopes to pursue his dream job as an AOG
mechnanic at Boeing, while still having the opportunity to travel the
world. With a supportive family, Ogden is able to pursue these goals
and plan out his future. Ogden will be attending EVCC to obtain his
A&P license. Afterwards he plans on taking online courses at the University of Oklahoma.
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Lake Stevens High
School’s engineering
class with Kit Shanholtzer is one of
the few classes where a keen eye for
detail and technical work are required to work on the projects that
are given to students. Being a CTE
[Careers in Technological Education] class, assignment options are
usually open to certain students
who are on a different skill level
than those who are beginning the
class for the first year.
“In the beginning of the class
we chose a problem that everyone
has, and we try to fix it. The idea
to make attendance automatic was
proposed by a kid in our class; he
dropped out and left the idea to
us. After a year of working on it we
have almost everything done that
needs to be done, student wise we
have all the names and information, all we have to do now is get
the IP address and set kids up with
tags,” senior Zachary Bush said.
Leaving the lives of the teachers
here at Lake Stevens High School
a little more efficient, Bush has effectively taken part in designing an
automatic attendance program.
“We made RFID [Radio Frequency Identification] tags for each

student and they are like stickers
that we can put onto things. So we
would use that to go onto computers or people’s hand held devices,
and as they walked through the
classroom door they broadcast to
an antenna a radio frequency that
would bounce back to the reader,
the teacher. Each card has a kid
that it is identified to and then that
runs a complex number through

time and dates. It is a much more
efficient way to take attendance because it’s automatic. As soon as the
students walk through door with
their tags they are taken down into
the system,” Bush said.
The program is expected to go
into effect next year along with
the school’s transition into a more
technologically inept classroom
system.
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Designing the future: Zachary Bush works on a computer project that is assignned in his
engineering class. Bush’s major project that he worked on this year was designing a Radio
Frequency Identification tag for each student. “We basically go and make a graph and
calculate all the time through each day and from the graph we take stuff that we need and
we have to log data,” Bush said.
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Ivy Jacobsen uses her story to inspire others to not give up
by Meredith Brown
Editor-in-Chief
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Overcoming past challenges: Ivy Jacobsen used her history of being sexually abused by her biological father to reach out to other
teens who have gone through the same thing, to get help and never give up. Jacobson went to trial three times, where her father
was sentenced to face 16 years in prison.

Senior Ivy
Jacobsen was
sexually abused
by her biological father from the sixth grade to her
sophomore year and has used her
hardships to help others that have or
are going through similar situations.
“It’s opened me up to having
knowledge of how many people are actually going through situations that I
had to experience and that they aren’t
getting help because they are scared.
God has given a vision that I need to
be the one standing up for other girls
to help them get through what I had to
go through,” Jacobsen said.
While she questioned why this was
happening to her, she managed to pull
through and grow to become a vessel
of help and give encouragement to
other victims.
“I spoke for Dawson Place Advocacy Center; they are in Everett. It’s
a child abuse agency, the building is
kiddy corner to the courthouse. I went
through there. They helped me and
my family with counseling and that’s
where I met the detectives most of the
time to discuss evidence, to meet with
the prosecuting attorney and the defense attorney,” Jacobsen said.
Speaking there opened many doors

for Jacobsen. They originally asked
her to speak to raise money for Dawson Place. She was thrilled to be given
such an opportunity to give back to the
program that helped her get through
her struggles. She spoke in front of
almost almost 600 people, consisting
of family, friends, victims of sexual
abuse, and judicial and government
advocates. This event raised about
$57,000, all of which is going towards
children who went through and are
going through similar situations that
she endured.
“They would come up to me after
I spoke and say, ‘I just wanted to let
you know and share with you that I
was abused.’ That’s how I heal from
it, when people come and share their
stories with me, and we start talking,”
Jacobsen said.
This experience has taught her to
be strong and to never give up. The
court process was exhausting. Jacobsen went through three trials before
her father was prosecuted. The first
two trials ended in a hung jury (where
the jury couldn’t agree unanimously).
“We didn’t have to do the third trial,
but if I wouldn’t have done the third
trial, he would have been scot-free.
He would be right now locally around
us, he would probably come after us.

It was awful making the decision [to
go to trial a third time]. I had a lot of
pressure on me and my family. Having to put my little sister, little brother
and my mom through testifying again.
It was awful for them, and they hated
it, but I had to do it for their safety as
well as my own,” Jacobsen said.
The third trial resulted in convicting him guilty on all charges, and her
father was taken into custody July 15,
2014 and on September 8 he was sentenced to 16 years.
This whole experience has inspired
Jacobsen to write a book. Currently
she is working on writing an autobiography.
“I want to share with the world you
still can achieve, no matter what obstacle you’re going through,” Jacobsen
said.
Through everything, she has had
many people there for support, someone who has been present during all of
the hardships is proud of the person
Jacobsen has become.
“She has grown so much, and has
gained so much strength and confidence. She is a whole different person
now, and it’s amazing to watch her
journey and overcome such a horrific
event,” senior Madison Froland said.
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Schend undergoes surgeries to correct cleft palate and cleft lip
by Iris Favoreal
Design Editor

Due to
a genetic
condition on
her mom’s side, senior
Jessica Schend was born
with a severe double cleft
lip and palate. Her upper
lip had two disconnections
that each opened up to
her nostrils. She also had
a hole on the roof of her
mouth that caused her to
have hearing loss in both
ears. Throughout her journey, these birth defects
have drastically impacted
her life in physical and
emotional ways.
Surgery has been the
only option to fix her
condition. Schend has
undergone 18 surgeries
ever since she was three
months old. The surgeries
have lasted from one to six
hours, and have been dispersed throughout her life
depending on her growth
process. So far, the surgeries have closed the hole
in her palate, improved
her breathing, connected
her lip and enhanced her
hearing ability. Regardless
of the success of her surgeries, undergoing them
never becomes easier for
Schend as it is still a very
uncomforable experience.
“It’s scary. Every time

I have a major change in
my face like my lip, nose or
jaw, I refuse to look at myself in the mirror for weeks
because I kind of lose sight
of who I am,” Schend said.
As a child, Schend was
bullied for what she looked
like. Feeling beautiful was
something that she struggled with. Soon, she succumbed to depression and
kept it all bottled inside.
However, Schend came to
a turning point after attending Camp Korey with
kids just like her. She realized that she is not alone,
and her circumstances
have only made her stronger.
“When you look at Jessica, you can’t help but
notice her beauty and radiance. She’s always open
and approachable. She can
easily make other people
smile and laugh,” junior
Tyia Coleman said.
Schend will continue
undergoing surgeries until
she’s 21 with the hope that
her lip will look normal.
Moreover, she has grown
immune to all the bullying
and will forever carry with
her a lesson she learned
from all her experiences:
judge others by their soul,
not by their looks.
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Conﬁdent in her own skin: Although Schend is now comfortable with who she is, there was a time when she felt insecure because of the bullying
she received from her classmates. With the help of her friends and family Schend has persevered and urges others to do the same “Talk to people
about it, instead of holding it in. I know its hard for people to go through the situation that I’m going through so just talk,” Schend said.

Stainer chooses to stand out and stand tall
Student embraces dwarfism and the life lessons it’s taught her
by Iris Favoreal
Design Editor

When senior Nicole
Stainer was born, the
doctors and the nurses immediately knew
something was different with her. Eight
months later, they found out that Stainer
was born with a mild case of Diastrophic
Dysplasia, a rare type of dwarfism, which
came from her average-height parents’
matching recessive dwarfism genes. Physically, Stainer stands at 3 feet 11 inches
high, and has scoliosis which causes her
discomfort during long periods of walking
or sitting down. Step stools and assistance
from other people help her get through everyday activities. She is also able to drive
with the help of pedal extenders. Other
than that, Stainer goes through her daily
routines much like how average height
people go through theirs.
“When I was growing up, I knew I
was different and that I was going to be
shorter than everyone else, but I didn’t re-

ally think it was that big of a deal so I
thought nothing of it,” Stainer said.
Before middle school began, Stainer was more outgoing, and dwarfism
wasn’t something that bothered her.
During the Cavalero Mid-High
years, people started pointing
her out—insecurity and secondguessing herself soon became
inevitable. As the years progressed, Stainer realized that
she will stand out no matter
what, and self-acceptance is the
only shield to the harassment.
Making friends was another
struggle—people were intimidated and scared by her—but she
overcame this by being the one to
step up and be more open to let
them know that she is more than
just a little person.
“Being a little person isn’t that
big of a difference. Physically, it

is obviously, but I’m a person like
everyone else. You don’t have to
be scared around me to talk about
stuff like that—I don’t care. It’s the
same as if you’re fat or skinny,”
Stainer said.
Throughout
her
life,
Stainer’s family, especially
her mom, played a very
significant role as her support system. Her mom was
a combination of a rock, a
guide and a safe haven to
her. She helped her understand
what she was going through and
how to deal with it. She taught
her how to create friendships
and how to ignore the bullies.
She was also able to introduce
and connect her to her friend’s
daughter who is also a little person. Since then, Stainer has been
exposed to other little people
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communities and conventions such as the
Little People of America Organization.
“From the day [she] was little, I always
told [her] that [she] was going to be smaller than everybody else, and that’s how I
feel like [she’s] been able to go through
it in a positive way,” mom Kim Bergesen
said. “I used to tell [her] in the car on the
way to school, ‘Honey, you’re going to be
short, you’re going to be shorter than everyone else.’ It is what it is, and God just
blesses you in different ways.”
Ultimately, dwarfism taught Stainer
that it’s important to be accepting of other
people’s differences.
“Dwarfism makes you realize that people need to be more accepting of differences in our society and that being different is not always a bad thing. I am the way
I am. I can’t really change it. I’m going to
have to live with it, so I might as well just
accept it and move on,” Stainer said.
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Arizona State University:
Aubrey McNeil
Art Institute of Seattle:
Cody Bates
Bellingham Technical College:
Alyssa Calvo
Brigham Young University Hawaii:
Karen Call
Brigham Young University Provo:
Mark Lavering
Cascadia Community College:
Itati Aranda
Iris Favoreal
Evan Hubbard
Monica Truong
Central Washington University:
Noah Dominick
Jack Collins
Alyssa Harrell
Michelle Majors
Austin Woo
Corbin University:
Michele Mosca
Eastern Washington University:
Nicole Bilyeu
Nicholas Claymore
Alexandra Gaytan
Megan Johnson
Edmonds Community College:
Alexandra Mulvaney
Everett Community College:
Alec Aclkisson
Joseph Belarde
Corey Bullens
Alyssa Calvo
Caroline Capoun
Brandon Chhang
Molley Crumley
Sean Davidson
Robyn Edinger
Rebecca Edwins
Shane Dearden
Maria Esquivel
Nathan Moore-Brahm
Madison Froland
McKenzie Grant
Kyaira Grewelle
Natalie Gutierrez

Gabriel Hunt
Joseph Palmieri
Taylor Shea
Nicole Stainer
Emily Turner
Sydney Wilson
Gonzaga University:
Kelsi Jackson
Jackson State Community College:
Allyson Witaker
Marine Corps:
Nicholas Parker
Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
Samantha Amey-Gonzalez
Montana State:
Evan Miksch
NASCAR Technical Institute:
Danielle Foster
Northwest University:
Macray Jerome
Alexis Warbis
Oregon Institute of Technology:
Matthew DelFante
Oregon State University:
Kendall Swanson
Pacific Lutheran University:
Gabrielle Kamm
Austin Otis
Penn State University:
Alyssa Nelson
Seattle Pacific University:
Lindsay Gorder
Seattle University:
Sydney Hensyel
Skagit Technical College:
Evan Ochoa
The College of Idaho:
Erin Huffman
Megan Huffman
Transiton Center:
Amanda Strand
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University of California Berkley:
Aidan Quigley
University of North Dakota:
Grant Shultz
University of Portland:
Stacey Van Dyke
University of Washington:
Alexis Alverson
Katherine Ball
Leah Berger
Karen-Ann Clark
Molli Drivdahl
Nicole Humphries
Makenzi Kalser
Amanda Pan
Amanda Smith
Lauren Stoll
University of Washington Bothell:
Tyler Hilde
Meredith Brown
Julia Elton
Emily Schollenberger
Utah State University- Logan:
Arie French
Washington State University:
Makaylin Askevold
Kaitlyn Clifford
Hannah Donnelly
Madison Franzee
John Hermes
Madison Franzee
Rylan Huot
William Stratmeyer
Spencer Thompson
Shelby Wilkins
Brittany Willis
Western Washington University:
Treyson McLoughlin
Faith Mayberry
Ria Montenergo
Katie Nolen
Danae Vickery
William Jessup University:
Hunter Young
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Stewart and Abrahamson move
to a brighter future in Arizona
by Jessica Matthias
Staff Reporter
While many seniors
may be planning college
adventures out of state,
not many are lucky enough
to have their sights set on
the same place as their
significant other. Seniors
Alyssa Stewart and Broc
Abrahamson have decided
that a state with a lot more
sun would be a better place
for the both of them.
Broc is undecided so far
on what he wants for the
future or what he will be
studying, hoping that his
time at community college
will help him find a career
path.
“I am going to study
nutrition. I have an obsession with fitness, and I just
would like to help others to
be healthy and happy. My
dream job would be to be
a nutritionist or a personal
trainer,” Stewart said.
Stewart and Abrahamson share a common bond.
“We met here,” they
said in unison when asked
how attending LSHS influenced their decision to

move to Arizona together.
Now, after a year and a
half of dating, the insistent
rain of Washington has
proven to be a push factor
to move that these two can
no longer avoid.
“The part of this plan I
am most excited about is
that we will be moving in
together. We have been
planning to move there

Seniors
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since January, and we
went to Arizona for spring
break and absolutely loved
it. I cannot wait to get away
from the rain but I will
miss the ocean and the forests,” Abrahamson said.
With warm weather the
goal they plan to achieve,
Arizona will not disappoint
these two as they head off
to a new state.

Mark Lavering sets out on
mission trip for his church
by Kayleen Fredrickson
Staff Reporter

Around the ages of 18-21,
many young members of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints make the decision to go
on a mission trip as a way to help
spread the gospel and see a new
part of the world. Senior Mark
Lavering is preparing for his trip,
which is set to begin on August 13,
2014.
Lavering will serve as a missionary for two years in Wisconsin, and he will not be paid for his
service during that time.
“[I am going] to help spread
the gospel, and to help better individuals lives, as well as my own,”

“People could learn that
this is for others, and it’s
all selfless.”
the same goal of spreading the
word and helping others.
“[A mission] involves going
out and seeking out individuals in
the community, performing community service, and spreading the
word. I hope to help people come
closer to Christ, and help better
their lives and become happier,”
Lavering said.
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A bright future: Both Stewart and Abrahamson are excited for their move
to Arizona and their future schooling plans. “We are moving to Arizona
in August. We will be attending community college and then transfer to
ASU,” Stewart said.

Lavering said.
It is not required for every
young person to go on a mission
trip, and some decide that it isn’t
the right time for them to be a
missionary. Senior Kaleb Reeves,
a good friend of Lavering’s, determined that being a missionary
isn’t the right path for him to take.
“I decided that I’d rather get
ready to go to school and get ready
for my future affairs rather than
[go on a mission trip],” Reeves
said.
Though Lavering is leaving by
himself, he will be placed with
five to ten companions, all with
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LSHS students determined to serve justice

Samantha Lowther and Dayna Stoen want to fight crime
While many may assume that law enforcement is a career field dominated by
by Jessica Matthias
Staff Reporter males, seniors Samantha Lowther and Dayna Stoen have decided to disprove this

assumption. Together, these ladies will be attending school and have dreams of
fighting crime and bringing justice to the citizens of their communities.
“My dream job would be a career in law enforcement. I have wanted to go into law enforcement ever
since I realized that I have a passion for criminal justice and everything it has to offer,” Stoen said.
Lowther feels the same way; she really likes how many options are offered in this field, so she doesn’t
have to set her heart on just one job. Dayna is excited to find out where she belongs in law enforcement.
“We will be attending Mesa Community College for two years in Arizona and then transferring to
ASU,” Lowther said.
Both said that being at Lake Stevens High School has helped them decide on criminal justice because
of the criminal justice program offered at Sno-Isle Tech Center. This program taught them about law,
proper handcuffing, self-defense and much more.
“My love of helping people made me want to do this. I want to serve justice to people’s families and
make a difference wherever I’m at and in my community. I cannot imagine spending my life in front of
a computer while sitting at a desk,” Lowther said.
While Lowther has been following her dream since she was a little girl watching crime shows, Stoen
decided to pursue her dream in eighth grade and her mind was made up after Sno-Isle last year. Lowther
is most excited about the big move to Arizona because she will have the opportunity to share an apartment with her best friend and being able to meet new people.
“I am worried about living on my own for the first time since it is out of state and far away from my
family. I am also worried about the weather never being below 70 degrees in Arizona since it’s a blessing
if it reaches 70 in Washington. It will be a big change for sure,” Stoen said.
Start watching the speed limit signs now, one of these girls just might be the officer to hand over a
ticket in the coming years.
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Partners in crime: Stoen’s goal of joining the law enforcement has been suported not
only by her friends but by her parents also“I want to protect and serve as best as I
can. My parents are really proud I’ve chosen the [law enforcement] path for my life.
They were nervous, but they’re proud,” Stoen said.
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by Nicole Stainer
Staff Reporter

Teacher Kelly Guilfoil’s
third period English 11 class
has been studying American literature and making it applicable to the real
world by asking questions and discussing how
this can be applied in fiction and in real communities. The class heard about a contest that brought
together the people at Good magazine, TOMS and
Skype. This allowed them to use what they learned
in class and connect with community changes not
only in Washington but worldwide. To apply for
the contest they made a short film collaborating
their ideas to show what changes they need to
better the world. They won the contest and were
given a once-in-a-lifetime chance to Skype with
Blake Mycoskie, the creator and CEO of TOMS.
The class skyped with Mycoskie on May 5,
which also happened to be TOMS 8 year anniversary. The video chat started with an introduction
from Guilfoil explaining what the class has done
to try to change the community. Then Mycoskie
started to talk about how he started up and how
he made the shoe line.
His career started when he decided to visit
Argentina during his freshman year of college. It
started as just a typical vacation until he started
seeing all the intense poverty around him. He met
a few women in a nonprofit group there who were
collecting slightly used shoes and giving them

to kids who need them. For kids in Argentina to
go to school they are required to wear a uniform
which required shoes and if they didn’t have shoes
they couldn’t go to school. The women invited
him to come to the village and see the poverty first
hand. These two women made him realize that he
wanted to help more and do more. Mycoskie had
never been involved with charity work before, and
his background is entrepreneurship.
“Rather than thinking about charity in the
traditional form, I thought more about how you
could use business and entrepreneurship to give
these kids shoes,” Mycoskie said.
That’s what inspired his idea that for every
time a pair of TOM shoes are sold, a pair is given
to those who need them, while still gaining profit,
which coined the phrase “One for one”.
And what started as a little business grew with
the initial goal of giving 250 kids shoes, grew to a
booming business that has given 15 million shoes
to those in need.
After sharing his story to class, students asked
questions relating to poverty and helping others.
Mycoskie gave very well rounded answers and
was very informative to those who might want to
start a fashion line or charity.
The video chat ended with Guilfoil’s students
holding up their Flag bags revised to say “I am
TOM”.

For the win: Mrs. Guilfoil’s English class skypes with Blake Mycoskie after winning a competition to make a plan
to change a community for the better.
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In the spotlight: Munn poses for the camera in a “Tarzan” tee-shirt from his recent
performance, where he played as Clayton a selfish and violent hunter. He plans to
continue his hobby of acting throughout his Navy service.

by Hannah Mulvey
Staff Reporter

Senior Isaac Munn has come a long way
in his years as a Viking. He has been in many
school productions such as “Calamity Jane” and
most recently “Tarzan”.
After high school he has big plans to continue his drama career.
“I might do some Village Theater here and there after I’ve done
a couple years in the navy. Or maybe while I’m in the navy and do a
production on a ship,” Munn said.
While he’s doing the productions, he has some aspirations as to
what he wants to happen and the types of characters he would love
to play.
“I love playing the villain. They have the most interesting complexes. I also enjoy playing as a supporting actor because they have the
least amount of director direction, so I can make more of my choices
and share the limelight with a lead actor,” Munn said.
Munn has a lot of ideas as to what should happen after high school
besides the navy and productions aboard a navy ship. Some of Munn’s
goals involve a dream theater production and his dream character in
the play.
“My dream play to participate in would be “Les Miserable”. Even if
I was just on chorus it would be an amazing experience,” Munn said.
As for characters, Munn has a few ideas.
“Either Javert or Thenardier would be my favorite characters to
play as in the musical,” Munn added.
His goals are definitely attainable from what he has done throughout his high school career. As for acting and the navy, the world better
get ready.

Improving ﬂexibility and decreasing stress
Christina Cito shares the benefits of including yoga in her life
by Jessica Matthias
Staff Reporter

Practicing yoga
has seemingly endless health benefits
including lowered stress levels, increased blood
flow, improved lung capacity and an improved
sense of balance. Senior Christina Cito has been
able to discover these benefits first hand over
the past two years.
“I’ve been practicing Yoga since tenth grade
when we did it in my Food and Fitness class,”
Cito said.
In a 2007 National Health Interview Sur-

vey it was concluded that more than 13 million
American adults practice yoga and more than
1.5 million children do as well. It is mostly practiced to maintain health, improve physical fitness and enhance the quality of life.
“I want others to know that yoga really does
help your everyday life. It’s refreshing and you
feel way better afterwards too. I used to be really impatient but since I started doing yoga,
I’ve seen a lot more patience in myself. The
greatest benefits from yoga in my opinion is
that it relieves stress, stretches your muscles

and increases your flexibility but my favorite
thing about yoga is how I feel afterwards. I feel
rejuvenated, fresh, and care free,” Cito said.
Even though it is proven that a yoga lifestyle
relieves stress and helps to improve flexibility,
there is an argument that practicing yoga is not
an effective exercise because it does not offer the
calorie burn of other forms of exercise such as
running. Shape.com blog writer Heidi Kristoffer
swears that yoga is the only exercise she needs.
She even argues that yoga is better than going
to the gym because you can do it anywhere, it is

not competitive and there is a lot of variety available from hot yoga to relaxation yoga.
“I guess it depends on what type of yoga
you’re doing to count as exercise or not. I do
mostly flexibility yoga. More intense sessions
with exercise balls and weights should definitely
count as exercising,” Cito said.
Whether it is clear if practicing yoga is an
all in one work-out or not, the benefits are still
reaped by many, and it is regularly practiced all
over the world, even by students at Lake Stevens High School.
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Kirschke and Van Dam make memories in the United States
by Kaylee Nunley
Opinion Editor

Since a lot of seniors at LSHS have
been in the school district for many
years, it can be difficult to imagine
what the soon-to-be graduate experience would be like when previous years were spent in a
foreign country. Seniors Julian Kirschke from Germany and
Marije Van Dam from the Netherlands have experienced
this and seen the differences first hand.
“The weirdest part of school here has been having six
classes a day, and you go every day to the same classes. [In
Germany] classes are a lot harder and I would say more advanced than here, you have to do a lot more, the pressure is
probably way higher there than the schools here,” Kirschke
said.
Kirschke and Van Dam have both taken in the sports life
here at school. Kirschke played football and was on the track
team while Van Dam played soccer and tennis. The contrasts
are nearly as evident in athletics as they are in academics between countries.
“The teams are so amazing. I played soccer [at home], but
we don’t have sports in school. You have practice every day
after school, which is really hard in the beginning. I was like
‘oh my God, every day, two hours?’ It keeps you busy, and I
enjoy it a lot,” Van Dam said.
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Great adventures: Foreign exchange students Kirschke and Van Dam
live out their last senior moments at Lake Stevens High School.
Kirshke and Van Dam will go back to ccontinue their studies at home
after graduation.

Having rather large changes in schedules and adjusting
to a whole new location are some things that the majority of
seniors don’t have to add on top of their pile of senior activities like these two did.
“Lunch is just once here and in the morning, that’s like
breakfast for me so I’m getting hungry at like one o’clock no
matter how much I eat. [At home] I have one big break between second and third period that’s fifty minutes, and between fourth and fifth I have a twenty minute break. Everything is also so far away here. I walk or ride my bike to school
at home,” Kirschke said.
Making new friends can be difficult enough coming from
a different city. Coming from a different country, the challenge of meeting all new people can be even more pressuring, especially with only a year time span to do so.
“I hope [new friendships] are going to last forever. It’s
nice to meet a lot of friends in different countries too. As an
exchange student you have meetings with other exchange
students,” Kirschke said.
Coming from places where graduation is quite a different
experience, such as in Holland where they don’t even use cap
and gowns, Van Dam and Kirschke are excited for graduation here and add to their memories with the rest of the senior class.

Reflecting on drama club Music after LSHS

Goggin brings life to the stage Band members look back
by McKenzie Grant
Photographer

Lake
Stevens
High
School’s
Drama Club is acclaimed for the productions they put on every year and the
hard work that goes into them. However,
a group is only as strong as its members,
and senior Jolene Goggin is one of those
members who make Drama Club the best
it can be.
Having been involved in LSHS’s Drama
Club for two years, starting with “Calamity
Jane” where she worked on the crew, Goggin then became part of the cast for “Peter
Pan” and “Tarzan.” Goggin credits the dynamic of Drama Club for being the reason
she joined.
“It’s basically like having a second family, honestly. I absolutely love everybody
that’s in Drama Club and I love being with
them. One thing I love about Drama Club
at Lake Stevens is that we’re really like a
family. I love every single person in that

drama club and we’re all really close-knit,”
Goggin said.
Everyone brings something different to
the table in large groups like Drama Club,
Goggin herself adds something special to
the team.
“I would like to think that I’m a leader in drama. I’m one of the only seniors.
There are only 5 or 6 this year, and I get
told a lot that I’m a good leader, so I’d like
to think that I’m a good example for the
underclassmen, and I try to lead by example and represent the Drama Club in an
honorable way to the school,” said Goggin.
While she’s excited to graduate, Goggin
says she’ll miss being part of a group like
Drama Club when she leaves Lake Stevens,
even though her future may hold something a little different than being on stage.
“I plan on going to the UW in the fall
and I plan on declaring my major as chemistry and getting a minor in aeronautics,”
said Goggin.

by Noel Gasca
A&E Editor

It’s not hard to
see that the band
plays an integral
and massive role in
shaping assemblies, football games and
concerts at LSHS. While some students
choose to put away their instruments
after high school, other students have
decided to pursue music as a college and
career choice.
Senior Britteny Delany, who started
playing in school bands when she was
eleven with the trumpet, will be going to
Edmonds Community College to study
music theory and credits a lot of her positive memories in high school to her experience in band.
“My [favorite] memory was when
our jazz band got first place at PASCO.
The rush just made my heart stop, and I
couldn’t believe it. It was just so exciting,”
Delany said.
Senior Will Stratmeyer started playing

in school bands around the same time as
Delaney, but has been playing his instrument, the drums, since third grade and
will also go on to study music in college.
“I will be going to school at Washington State University, and I will be in their
music program studying music composition, theory and conducting,” Stratmeyer
said.
After college, both students hope to
put their degrees to good use.
“[I want] to become a professional
musician and play in symphonies on the
side,” Delany said.
Stratmeyer hopes that with his degree,
thousands of people will be able to hear
his music when they go to the movies.
“After I graduate with a degree in
music composition, I want to start making music for movies and video games.
Perhaps my music could be the score of
the next multi-million blockbuster,” said
Stratmeyer.

Joshua Pulley embodies a one-man band
by Iris Favoreal
Design Editor

With a presence that can’t be missed
in plays, small concerts, talent shows
and open mics—both outside and inside
of school—there’s no denying that senior Joshua Pulley is made up of a multitude of captivating talents. From playing different kinds of instruments, to
singing and acting in plays, Pulley is capable of just about
anything that involves music.
Being born into a musically-oriented family, the importance of music came to Pulley effortlessly.
“My dad’s been a drummer ever since he was my age,
and my mom has also been very well-versed in music and
performing arts, so it just kind of trickled down,” Pulley
said.
Pulley has been singing ever since he can remember.

Along with his eclectic taste in music, he also plays an
eclectic array of instruments he taught himself—guitar,
bass, mandolin and other wind instruments. The one-man
band doesn’t end there; he also writes songs and different
kinds of compositions such as orchestra and piano compositions. An example of his original work is his song called
“The Jester.”
“The story [behind] the song is about a friend betraying
another in the game of love and all of the chaos between
everyone involved that ensues. I put together everything
in that song, initially. I have to give credit where it’s due,
and say Mr. Proff did assist in honing in the message of the
song, but the creation aspect was mostly me,” Pulley said.
Pulley is not afraid to perform in front of the public. He
won the Aquafest Idol talent show last year and sang “Drive”

by Incubus in this year’s school talent show. Moreover, he
participates in National Highs Network’s Friday open mics,
and voluntarily performs at benefit concerts. He also made
use of his talents by being a part of the school plays since his
sophomore year. This year, he played the role of “Turk” in
“Tarzan: The Musical” where he sang two solos.
“Josh is very exciting to work with. No matter what role
he’s given, he’s always super enthusiastic in developing his
character,” fellow senior drama actor Noah Dominick said.
To Pulley, the stage has always been where he feels like
he fits. He hopes to make a career out of his talents whether
it be being a front man of a band or performing on Broadway. To check out his covers, originals such as “The Jester,”
and other live performances, go to YouTube.com/DebbiePulley32.
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Aiden Quigley achieves his goals
by Britty Lamberty
Features Editor

For the seniors,
their school year
is finally coming
to an end. They’re
leaving the school with an accomplishment in sports, academics, or arts, and
Aiden Quigly is leaving the school with an
achievement of being a positive leader as
the ASB president.
“I wanted to be ASB president because
I thought I could do a good job unifying
the greater leadership team. I also wanted
to give the office some diversity,” Quigley
said.
While Quigley has been in ASB for
three years now, his goal for this year was
very clear and distinct on what he felt everyone in ASB should be doing.
“My biggest goal for this year was to always have work for the people who wanted to work and to make sure people didn’t
waste their time because I hate wasting
time away,” Quigley said.
Even though his goals were proven to
be accomplished by the end of the year,
Quigly still dealt with many other problems this year that came along with being
ASB president.
“Many times throughout the year
I have had to reconcile what different
people want which has been difficult. But
even more frustrating was when the district office made decisions for us,” Quigley
said.
Being in ASB for the past three years
has made Quigley understand the importance of working in a large group of leaders, and from this, he is able to take his
experiences with him for the future.
“Being in charge of such a large group
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Berkeley
ready:
Aidan
Quigley
pictured
above smiling happily in his Berkeley sweatshirt ready to leave LSHS and move on to
what his future has in store in store for him.

of leaders has made me work better in
a large group. In my position you learn
things that you don’t recognize until much
later, so I am as excited as you to see what
I have learned,” Quigley said.
Quigley will be using his leadership
skills after high school when he attends
Berkeley University in California. Quigly
provides parting advice to anyone who is
trying to make a change in the school or
who needs initial help on how to start.
“Lake Stevens High School is a great
school and really the only thing you need
to find a place here is to take that first step
and reach out and try to get to be a part of
an organization, try to be part of a group
because there are a bunch of people here
that you’ll find alike you and want to be a
part of something with you,” Quigley said.

Senior Assassin died
Someone in ASB hosts Senior Assassin by publishing the Senior Assassin rules, along with notifying students who their targets are. Bases included school, home and work; any other time
was open and assassins could “kill” their assigned targets with
any type of Nerf weapon available to them. At the start of the game everyone was given
a target. Kill, or be killed was the motto seniors lived by for a few weeks, slowly crossing
names off the list until the last two face off for the money as the prize. Unfortunately
this year the game wasn’t as intense, and we never finished it. The cash that was meant
to be rewarded to our victor will be donated to a club next year and enjoyed by the class
of 2015.

by Chloe Rowland
Photographer

Steve’s Lake Stevens Barbers
425-334-3304
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Aubrey McNeil will study business

by Teddy Gaspar
Staff Reporter

Always having high standards for herself, senior Aubrey
McNeil has kept that mind set for herself throughout her high
school career. She has been an active leader in high school
through being ASB Public Relations officer. She now has
twelve years of hard work to support her solid plan for her future.
“I’m planning on going to France for three weeks after graduation and when I
get back in late August I’m moving down to Arizona where I plan to attend college,”
McNeil said.
In the fall, at Arizona State University she will study business and marketing.
Besides the great weather Arizona has to offers, McNeil has a scholarship from New
American University for $11,500 a year. With the stipulation of maintaining good
grades for herself all four years of college, McNeil will keep the scholarship all four
years. Also a major factor for her moving down to Arizona is her great uncle. McNeil
hopes that when she can take a break from college that she will be able to help him
and what he does.
“He takes rescue trips to Africa to help women and children involved in sex trafficking and brings them back so they can get an education and start a new life,”
McNeil said.
McNeil is very interested in getting inPHOTO BY MCKENZIE GRANT
volved with her uncle one day and maybe
traveling to Africa. After graduating from
Arizona State University McNeil wants to
become an event planner. Also while attending college McNeil hopes to minor in
a foreign language. Unlike some people,
McNeil just wants to focus on college. After college she already has plans for her
life. She decided that she wanted to travel
a bit before she settles down and starts
her career.
“I really want to backpack across most
of Europe and do a kind of internship
while I’m there, but if I don’t do that I
want to do one in Australia,” McNeil said.
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FCCLA members instructs the importance of being financially fit
At the recent FCCLA
state competition, the high
school team’s STAFF (Students Teaching About Financial Fitness) project took first in National Programs
in Action, STAFF is designed to educate first and third
graders on the value of a dollar and prioritizing spending
wants versus needs. Now recognized as an award winning program, STAFF will be taught at several of the elementary schools in the Lake Stevens School District.
“STAFF is a project that was created by FCCLA and
Careers in the classes. We taught lessons that we taught in
the class to each other and developed them into an elementary school lesson that we will teach all around Lake Stevens at
every single elementary school,” senior Sarah Bradley said.
According to a 2013 survey conducted by Opinion
Research Corporation, 90 percent of teens have not learned
enough about financial management, and a study done by
the National Bureau of Economic Research shows that less
than a third of teens have knowledge of interest rates, inflation, and many other financial designations.
“It’s really important because statistics have stated that
the younger you teach students the basics of money, the longer it will last in their lifetime. So if you teach them starting
when they’re five years old, they’ll remember it when they’re
forty,” Bradley said.

by Mackenzie McLeod
A&E and News Editor

Sophomore Katie Ellis was involved teaching at some of
the chosen schools and preparing the lessons for instruction.
Those involved with the project used ideas found online and
modified them to fit what they needed to teach to the grade
levels in the elementary schools.
“JumpStart Washington gave out a grant to teach elementary school students about financial fitness. We received
the grant and got a group of students who wanted to teach
kids about financial fitness together,” Ellis said.
Individuals within the FCCLA team are finding financial
education to be a worthy cause and even proving to be passionate about their assignments.
“I knew I wanted to do a project and take it all the way
from regionals to nationals and this was a promising project. I really enjoyed working with elementary students so I
was like ‘okay I want to be a lead role in one of these’. In the
first grade lesson there’s learning centers, which is teaching
students the value of the dollar with three different learning
centers that are piggy banks where they add up the amounts
in them and match coin flash cards. The third grade one is
deciding between wants and needs. So they build their perfect refrigerator based on things that are needs and wants.
They have fifty dollars to spend and they keep track of how
much they spend,” Bradley said.
The STAFF project has been so successful that it earned
the top award at the National FCCLA competition San Anto-
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Math is Fun: Yevette Herrera pictured above is teaching local elementary school kids a lesson from the FCCLA STAFF project that was
competed with at the national level. the lesson teaches young kids the
value of a dollar and the importance of saving money for the future.

nio, Texas this year. National recognition means that more
kids will receive a financial education, as the STAFF program will be expanded throughout the nation.

All hail King Dylan Two Life Skills students
by Hannah Mulvey
Staff Reporter

Congrats are in order for the king, senior Dylan
Blair, and the other nominees seniors Arie French
and Austin Sommers
During the Prom assembly, they competed for
Princess Jasmine’s heart. They were all Aladdin, except for French who
insisted on being Jeff. In the midst of this they fought Jafaar, and most
importantly, tried to impress the princess. They tried their hardest for the
title as prom king, but Blair took the crown.
“Being prom king has been one of
most positively uplifting experiences
I’ve ever felt. To be selected by the
student body to be represented as a
king was surreal. I could have done
nothing without the student body. I
love and appreciate you all! And never stop being yourself,” Blair said.
Blair was excited to receive this
honor. He wore the crown for the rest
of the day and even to prom on May
10. He also crowd surfed through all
the seniors in celebration.

We asked. You answered.
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What is your favorite LSHS memory?
“Hodge’s class- because he is a cool
teacher and Emma Fysh is in that class.”
-Raquel Smith
“When I was in the prom assembly with Arie
French last year, that was really fun”
- Maura Davis

“Seeing my friends everyday because I
love my friends” - Joseph Belarde

move on to bigger futures
by Kaylee Nunley
Opinion Editor

Two students in the
Life Skills Program, seniors Nick Sangwin and
Jessica Larson are leaving LSHS and preparing for a new chapter in
their lives. Both students have made incredible
progress during their time here.
“It’s really exciting to see the growth they’ve
made, but it’s also sad because some of the
kids, like them, I only get to work with for one
year,” Life Skills teacher Megan Britton said.
Larson has been working on her social skills
a lot this year, and some of her favorite things
are coloring books and playing on the computer. She’s been learning about greetings and
how to communicate efficiently.
“Some of the kids don’t typically have the
capacity to communicate their needs or what’s
stressful or frustrating. Some of my best memories with her have been when she’s able to
approach me and say ‘I’m frustrated because
I made a mistake’ and we’re able to fix it together and she stays calm,” Britton said.
Sangwin has goals set up for himself and
will be attending Transition, a program to help
students with IEPs (Individualized Education
Programs) achieve education and work, after
he leaves LSHS this year. He currently goes
to the program Tuesday through Friday, with
Larson as well. One of his favorite activities
there is organizing colored items with their
matching bins. After that, he wants to go to
community college and study screenwriting
and directing.
“Nick has such an awesome sense of humor, and he’s an incredible artist, which is just
so cool. He wants to be a screenwriter, so he
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Jessica Larson (left), Nick Sangwin (right) learned alot
while in the Life Skills program and have a bright future.

knows so much about directors and actors. We
have a lot to talk about, and it’s been really fun
getting to know Nick,” Britton said.
The kids earn money in the Life Skills program for behaving well and achieving things.
As well as using the money to help them with
counting, they use it to purchase things such
as candy at the “store” in class. Walgreens
and Team Fitness are currently having Larson
work with them, with such things as cleaning,
organizing, and setting out products.
“Jessica has made such incredible growth
this year, especially with communicating.
She’s one of the sweetest kids I know,” Britton
said.
Larson will be walking at graduation and
both will continue working towards their future and positively impacting the lives of others.
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Kelsi Jackson hopes to cheer for Gonzaga University after LSHS
by Britty Lamberty
Features Editor

With
the school
y e a r
quickly
coming to an end, all of the
spring sports teams are wrapping up their season as well.
However, for the cheer team,
their season has continued all
year long, whether they were
cheering at every sporting game
or catching the eyes of everyone
at the assemblies with their high
performance dance routines.
The team cheers until the next
years try outs, then the senior
girls are done and the new
cheerleaders start to get to know
each other.
For senior Kelsi Jackson,
her time at Lake Stevens High
School has been well spent doing cheer for the past two years.
“Joining cheer for me was
just a way that I could incorporate gymnastics and being
involved in school at the same
time,” Jackson said.
With eleven years of former
gymnastics practice, Jackson

was easily able to use her prior
knowledge when doing stunting and involving tumbling in
routines.
While she’s been on the cheer
team for two years, Jackson has
also played for the Lake Stevens
tennis team for three years.
What would seem like a hectic
schedule, Jackson has learned
to balance and how to prioritize.
“For the most part none of
my schedules have overlapped
and if so I worked it out with my
coaches,” Jackson said.
A coach and personal mentor that has helped Jackson stay
confident and to be a positive
leader for the last two years is
the LSHS Cheer coach, Randi
Olson.
“She’s an amazing leader,
she’s in Leadership as well as
cheer and she’s a returner this
year so she had to take on the
leadership role and she did really well with that and making
sure all the girls felt included,”
Olson said.
Given guidance from her

coaches, Jackson has been able
to learn from her experiences,
and as the school year wraps
up, she is able to graduate with
a good end to the season.
“Being on Lake Stevens cheer
has really helped me shape myself as a person and I also gained
some good friendships out of it,”
Jackson said.
Jackson’s
cheerleading
doesn’t end at Lake Stevens,
her plans for after high school
include trying out for the Gonzaga cheer team this September,
a very different and more advanced step up from high school
cheer.
“I am expecting a whole new
dynamic for this cheer team just
because it is made up of half
females half males. Other than
that I don’t know what to expect,” Jackson said.
Jackson hopes to study business administration and management at Gonzaga and her
plan is to still play a sport at
Gonzaga, if she doesn’t make
the cheer team in September.
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Go, ﬁght, win: Kelsi Jackson and the senior cheerleaders pose after their last assembly together. Jackson has put a lot of time and hard work into being the best
she can be. She is going to use what she has learned as an LSHS cheerleader and
gymnast to help her with her tryouts at Gonzaga.“I’m excited, but nervous because there are only three spots on the cheer team [at Gonzaga],”Jackson said.
(Left to right: Amanda Smith, Michelle Majors, Chloe DuChesne, Cynnia Gailey,
Hannah Donnelly, Marisa Khounphixay, Courtney Ball, and Kelsi Jackson.)

Student shares love for sport

Amanda Smith balances school and cheer
by Alexandra Mulvaney
Features Editor

Senior Amanda Smith’s
love for cheerleading drives
her to be a part of the high
school cheer team and
also Legacy All Stars, a competition team. Between
the two she is at practice at least four days a week,
and competes almost every weekend. Smith faces the
challenges of managing her school work and cheerleading.
“I do homework
after
school until I
go to practice
or if I have two
practices I do
-Amanda Smith
it in between and when
I get home, but sometimes I don’t get home
until around 10p.m.,” Smith said.
Cheering has been a big part of Smith’s life since
sixth grade. She did a competitive team then made
the high school team her sophomore year. She enjoys
the dancing, and gymnastics aspects of cheer. Smith
has taken tumbling classes and learned with her competition team to get better at stunting and tumbling.
She can do back handsprings and has recently learned
how to do a back tuck.
“I love being a part of a team and building friendships,” Smith said.
Besides bonding, her favorite part of cheering is
stunting. She has also been a big component in choreographing dances for the high school cheer team.
She has learned a lot between her two teams, but balancing her schedule wasn’t always easy.
“It got really hard during winter sports because

they’re so many of them Some days my All Star practice would be on the same day as a basketball or wrestling match, so I would have to switch games with
other people,” Smith added.
Smith has also done a lot of traveling with her all
star team to different competitions across the state
and the country. She loves competing and being a a
part of a bigger, more diverse team beyond the high
school.
“ I ’ v e
gone different places in
Washington
like
Spokane, also
Oregon and
California,”
Smith
said.
PHOTO COURTESY OF AMANDA SMITH
As far as Amanda’s future goes, she is unsure
whether or not cheer will still be such a big part of Flying High: Amanda Smith uses her stunting skills to fly at the
LSHS spring sports assembly. Flying is one of Smith’s favorite activiher life.
ties. Smith and the team worked very hard preparing for their routine.
“I might do another all star team that is an all 18
and up team, I haven’t completely decided because I
don’t know how hard it would be managing cheer and
going to college,” Smith said.
Smith is a very good student, and keeping her
grades up, and going to college are very important to
her.
She was accepted to all the colleges she applied to
and the University of Washington was her first choice.
Being a part of DECA helped her figure out that she
one day wants to own her own business. She will be
attending the University of Washington in the fall to
study business management. She is very excited about
her future whether it involves cheerleading or not.

“”“”
I love being a part of a team
and building friendships.
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Kaelyn King dances as an outlet for expression
Senior plans to teach her passion for dance throughout her education
by Mackenzie McLeod
A&E and News Editor

PHOTO COURTESY OF KAELYN KING

New heights: Kaelyn King performs a straddle leap. King started dancing when she was eight years old. King broke out of her quiet shell by
continuing her love of dance, which taught her how to express herself
through movement.
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Tiny dancers: Kaelyn King teaches a younger dance class at her Pac West
dance studio. King plans to be an elementary school teacher after she attends Western Washington University. For the near future, King will be
teaching at Premiere Dance this fall.

Dance can be utilized as a
tool to get fit, as a career and
a place to release energy and
express emotion actively.
Though anyone can dance,
few seem to have a natural
knack for allowing the sequential movements to flow
and still appear beautiful. Senior Kaelyn King began her
passion for dance at a young
age when her mother signed
her up for her first lessons.
As a new addition to the
Pacwest dance studio, eight
year old King was shy at first
around the Snohomish dancers; however, she continued
to pursue her art as a true
performer.
“I love dance because it’s
so freeing. It’s athletic and
artistic at the same time. I’m
normally pretty introverted,
but when I perform, all eyes
are on me and I can express
myself or whatever character
I’m portraying. It makes me
feel powerful,” King said.
King has competed in
multiple competitions, placing in all and winning first

for her solo in the Spotlight
competition. Her talent and
love of the sport is obvious
by her natural ability and
persistence to succeed.
“One time I forgot my
solo on stage and still ended
up getting 2nd place which
was pretty crazy. I froze and
when I remembered it I just
kept going,” King said.
Those who have passion,
endurance, and the motivation to succeed in their personal endeavors surely won’t
fail.
“Dance is about having
fun. Don’t be worried about
not being good enough. If
you really love doing it and
try your hardest, you’ll improve. Talent naturally happens when you have passion,” King said.
She plans to attend Everett Community College
after graduation, then transfer to Western Washington
University and teach dance
throughout her education.
“I’m planning on teaching elementary in my future,
but starting in the fall I’ll be
a dance teacher at Premiere
Dance,” King said.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KAELYN KING

Poised: Kaelyn King poses for a ballet photo, other than ballet, King also practices contemporary, jazz and hip-hop. King
has a long list of dance competitions she competed and placed
in. Most recently, King placed first in her solo for the Spotlight
competition.

Miriam Price sings and dances to success

Senior plans to make it big from her dancing and singing talent
by Tyler Baggs
Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY OF MIRIAM PRICE

Singing success: Miriam Price sang “I have
nothing” by Whitney Houston at the Talent
Show this year. Price’s uncle got her to sing
for the first time during a karaoke experience.
Price has continued her talent for singing ever
since.

Many people know senior Miriam
Price for her
genuine personality and her
role in the Hip Hop Club. That
said, she is also known for her
amazing dance and singing talent she’s acquired in the past
few years.
“I started dancing coming
into my sophomore year, because that’s when my brother
started to teach me and when
I wanted to be in the group. I
wanted to be like him when it
came to dancing. He always
told me to keep trying, and he
gave me the encouragement to
dance,” Price said.
Not only can Price bust a
move, she can also sing a song.
Price who is known for dancing
in the assemblies for the Hip
Hop Club. Other than dancing,
Price also loves to spend her free
time singing. As Price got older,
she decided to take her singing
hobby further. She joined classes and did what she could to get
more singing time in.

“I started singing at a young
age. It all started out when my
uncle made me sing karaoke
with him, then singing just
started to grow into something
I really loved to do, I sing whenever I can. I’m in choir, so I get a
lot of singing time then. I’m also
in guitar which also requires a
lot of singing,” Price said.
Price doesn’t plan to stop
now. She plans to further her
career in singing and hopes to
keep moving forward. With the
help of her supportive family
and friends to push her along,
Price plans to take singing far.
“After high school, I really
want to take vocal lessons. Then
after I’d really like to get a band
together and perform in places
like Seattle and hopefully get
noticed,” said Price.
With a supportive family behin her back and coming close
to graduating, she pushes her
talents to new levels and pushes herself to go further. As her
love for singing only grows, she
hopes to expand and rise to the
top.

PHOTO BY MCKENZIE GRANT

Bust a move: Miriam Price and Josiah Williams choreograph a dance routine during
their hip-hop practice. Price was taught (by her older brother, Horace Price), how
to dance hip-hop. Price was given the confidence and opportunity to dance, and has
dancing with the Hip Hop Club since her sophomore year.
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Student sets off for a promising future at MIT
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by Kayleen Fredrickson
Staff Reporter

Academic success and determination landed senior
Samantha Amey-Gonzalez a
spot at MIT. After receiving
an acceptance screen on December 14 and visiting the college on April 6, going to MIT has been very important to
Amey-Gonzalez.
“I’m pretty proud of Sam since she’s worked so hard to
get where she is today. It’s kind of crazy though because she
originally applied to MIT just to prove Mr. Kelly wrong. He
told her she would have a hard time getting accepted into
MIT, so she wanted to prove him wrong,” senior Nicole
Humphries said.
Finding a college that’s a good fit can be difficult, but
after a visit to MIT, Amey-Gonzalez knew that MIT was
the perfect school for her.
“Before then, I didn’t believe one school could live up to
all of this hype,” Amey-Gonzalez said.
During her high school career, Amey-Gonzalez did
many things to prepare herself for this new chapter in her
life.
“My AP course load, Knowledge Bowl, and my volunteer work at Sarvey Wildlife Care Center and the American
Legion Auxiliary have prepared me for success at MIT,”
Amey-Gonzales said.
Amey-Gonzalez leaves for college on June 25, to start
a seven week program during summer. This program will
consist of her core classes like physics, calculus, P.E. and
chemistry. With June 25 coming up very quickly, AmeyGonzalez is getting excited to go.
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A no-brainer: Samantha Amey-Gonzalez applied to MIT as a way
to prove a teacher wrong. Through her hardwork and will power, she
proved that she is capable of being accepted into MIT. She took AP
classes and participated in the Knowledge Bowl. “I’m terrified of being
the dumbest person in the room,” Amey-Gonzalez said.

“I’m really excited to use all of their money. The school
throws money at you to research, study abroad, and intern.
I don’t think I can ever get bored will all the opportunities I
have,” Amey-Gonzalez said.
During college, Amey-Gonzalez is shooting for a great
deal of academic success, all the while enjoying her time
there.
“I’m going to major in biology for sure. Everyone says
double-majoring there is academic suicide, but if I can
handle it I want to do mechanical or biological engineering too. After seeing all of the communities and interesting things to do, I want to take advantage of my undergrad
experience and stay all four years,” Amey-Gonzalez said.
After college, Amey-Gonzalez plans to be a marine veterinarian and travel for work. She has high hopes for her
future.
“Research and patient care sounds cool, so I want to
find a way to do both. I’m in a race with a few of my friends
to get a Nobel Prize too,” Amey-Gonzalez said.
After going through the process of applying and getting
accepted, Amey-Gonzalez has some good advice for people
applying to MIT and underclassmen still in high school.
“The biggest thing applicants need to know is that admissions is looking for dedication. Write or talk about
whatever you love the most and could do forever in your
application. If you’re a junior next year, apply to MITES.
If you’re a junior this year, apply to WISE mid-June this
year. You have nothing to lose applying to these programs
and visiting campus over night was the most important
factor in my decision,” Amey-Gonzalez said.

Health condition forces Swank Pursuing her dreams
to drop out of National Guard Hensyel receives scholarship
towards her dream school
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ups.
“When I would do pushups,
there is such a strain on my back
and I just thought I was weak,
but apparently not,” Swank
said.
After a while she
checked it out but it
hadn’t gotten any
better, so the doctor told her it’s
best if she gets
out of the National
Guard.
When she went
to tell the National
Guard, they told her
she couldn’t stay and
that it was her last drill due
to what the doctor said.
Since her whole plan
was to use money from
the National Guard for
schooling, she has decided to take a year off
and get a job and maybe
move down to California to live
with her sister. Plus, her sister’s
husband is English so they travel a lot, and that’s what Swank
wants to do, travel.
“Who says we have to go to
school right after school? Just
live. How do you know what you
want to do if you don’t even know
who you are?” Swank said.
Her motto has always been
“just wing it” and that is what she
plans to do.
BY

S e n i o r
Brittney
Swank joined
the National
Guard in September last year and
was planning on being a soldier.
She was placed in a job with
27 Delta as a paralegal specialist. She was supposed
to go to boot camp this
September. Instead of
going to school, she was
planning on using this to
help her pay for schooling
at Northwest College of
Art and Design in Seattle.
Then Swank started to
get really bad headaches
so she went to the doctor
to find out what was wrong,
and they just told her it
was probably stress. She
then started to get neck
and back pain, but didn’t
think anything of it. She
had been in a car accident
so she thought that was the
cause of the pain. The doctors recommended physical
therapy for her back pain,
so her mom decided to take
Swank to her chiropractor.
There, they took X-rays of her
back and saw that she had spina bifida occulta and scoliosis.
The chiropractor said that she
could stay in the National
Guard but would have to
keep coming in for check-
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by Nicole Stainer
Staff Reporter

by Nicole Stainer
Staff Reporter

Senior Sydney
Hensyel has big
dreams for the future that seem to
be coming true. Seattle University has
been her number one dream school to
which she was accepted. She applied
for a merit scholarship through the
school earning her $16,000 per year
towards her college career. The scholarship was based on grades and having a 3.87 GPA definitely helped her
in getting the award. She is still awaiting scholarships through the high
school in hopes of paying for more of
her college fees.
Hensyel has taken many AP courses
such as AP Photography, AP Chemistry and AP Calculus. She will transfer
those credits over to Seattle University where she will attend in the fall.
Hensyel has always been a great student academically and has been very
involved in the school through clubs

like Drama and National Honors Society.
“Being really involved in high
school has helped, and I also have 514
hours of community service,” Hensyel
said.
She plans on double majoring in
computer science and biology, and
getting a bachelor degree in both.
Having these degrees would give her
a wide range of job opportunities.
She hopes to pursue a career in
digital forensics which is used to
catch terrorists through the internet.
“Terrorists will build simulations
for attacks under games like World
of Warcraft, and people will just play
over the simulations without knowledge,” Hensyel said.
Hensyel is also hoping that during her junior year of college, she will
be able to study abroad and go to the
Galapagos Islands to widen her study
in biology.

“I’m really excited to go and have
the opportunity to be around
people who have the same interests as me. And the scholarship
will help me, because without
it, I would have to come up with
$16,000 dollars more per year.”

— Sydney Hensyel
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“Being a part of the Valhalla junior and senior year
helped me as a writer and a person. I gained respect
for many kids around the school I never knew before
because I got to recognize them in the paper; while
also making new friends in class. Having Mrs. Henggeler
as a teacher, leader, and a shoulder to cry on throughout high school helped me realize my potential as a
student as well as having a support system. My time in
Mrs. Henggeler’s class and being able to help produce
the Valhalla made high school a better experience.”

~ Alexandra Mulvaney
“Mrs. Henggeler has been one of the
most influential adult figures that I
have had since coming here to Lake
Stevens. She was always pushing me
throughout the school year to turn in
better work and to be a better person
in general. This year, I have gotten a lot
of my work done and I feel pretty good
about it.”

~ Teddy Gaspar

~ Mckenzie Grant

~ Kaylee Nunley

“It has been such a pleasure to know Mrs. Henggeler for three years now. I had her starting sophomore year for English 10, and the past two years
for Journalism. Mrs. Henggeler has taught me how
to work efficiently, diligently, and how to care for
everyone on staff. She puts so much time and care
into the newspaper, and it is greatly appreciated
because we wouldn’t be able to do it without her.”

~ Iris Favoreal
“I’m glad I got the chance to have Mrs. Henggeler as a teacher, even if it was for only a semester. She has helped me a lot with learning
more about Journalism and even helping me
with stuff outside of it. Thank you, Henggeler,
for everything. We will miss you.”

~ Nicole Stainer
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“Joining Journalism this year was one of the best
decisions I could have made for my senior year.
Mrs. Henggeler pushed me toward becoming
a better photographer and writer. Under her
leadership, my skills have improved no doubt.
Along with being someone we can all talk to or
joke with about anything, Henggeler has made
Journalism one of my favorite classes.”

“Room 303, fourth period has been lucky
enough to be blessed with Mrs. Henggeler as a teacher/advisor for Journalism
class, myself for the last two years. She
has made the making of The Valhalla a
more memorable and wonderful experience than I ever would have expected,
and I can’t thank her enough for guiding
me through my high school career.”

“I’ve been part of Journalism since my sophomore
year, so Journalism has served as sort of a home
and a rock for me throughout my high school career
which involved a lot of growing and evolving. In this
class, I learned the significance of stepping out of my
comfort zone, and I met people I can trust. Moreover,
I thank Mrs. Henggeler, our adviser, for teaching me
about self-worth through the incredible amounts of
faith and trust she has put in me as a writer, a Design
Editor, a staff member, a student and as a person.”

“From the beginning of the year ‘till now, I’ve
learned so much and have grown as a photographer, reporter and a person. I’d like to thank Mrs.
Henggeler for all she’s done for me and the other
students. Joining Journalism has brought me so
far in many aspects of my life.”

~ Tyler Baggs

Valhalla Staff

~ Meredith Brown
“I had an awesome time learning more about
the world of Journalism with Mrs. Henggeler
to help guide me. My time with her this year
has persuaded me to continue writing into
my future. Many people have noticed an improvement in my writing, and I have her and
this class to give credit to for it. So I thank her
for encouraging me and helping me to be a
better writer.“

~ Jessica Matthias
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Senior leadership sets a
high bar for the Valhalla
by Julie Henggeler
Adviser

Recording history: Thank
you to the following graduating seniors who captured important events
and sentiments during
the 2013-2014 school year.
Top to bottom. Meredith
Brown, Iris Favoreal,
Kaylee Nunley, Alexandra
Mulvaney, Jessica Matthias, Chloe Rowland, Nicole
Stainer Teddy Gaspar, Tyler Baggs, and Mackenzie
Grant. Although there is
no “I” in team, without
this groups’ individual
strengths the team would
have suffered. “Thank you
for the countless hours and
willingness to get it right
instead of ‘just done,’”
Julie Henggeler said.
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Goal-oriented and efficient describe this year’s
Valhalla staff.
Led by
Meredith Brown, this
group figured out the secret of putting together
a quality paper without spending outrageous
hours in room 303 after school. Of course, they
still worked diligently after school hours and
ate dinners together, but this staff placed efficiency at the top of their priorities and became
systematic with their production.
While the staff is not comprised completely
of seniors, the seniors’ presence provided leadership. One of the best qualities of this group
is that the senior editorial staff led by example
and not by a stern or bossy tone. They guided
with the right combination of questions and
pressure to ensure that reporters and photographers met their deadlines.
Without the reporting staff, there would be
nothing to read on the pages of the Valhalla
each month. Jessica Matthias and Teddy Gaspar wrote interesting stories for our community. Matthias may include journalism in her
study of writing in college. Her meticulous attention to detail produced clean and well-edited stories throughout the year.
Gaspar provided a voice for the male population on a female skewed staff. His sense of
humor and overwhelming generosity made a
great impression.
“I’ve enjoyed meeting new people everyday.
This class actually makes me get stuff done,”
Gaspar said.
Nicole Stainer joined the Valhalla at the semester and made a seamless transition onto the
staff. She contributed the artwork for the cover
of Issue 7 and was always willing to write more
than her share of stories when the need arose.
“It has been a great experience to be in a class
that is a lot like a work environment. I liked
having the freedom to do my work my own way
while still being responsible and getting the
work done. I wished I would have joined at the
beginning of the year,” Stainer said.
The pages came alive this year with the photography of Mackenzie Grant and Tyler Baggs.
Their work recorded numerous events and provided faces for the stories.
“I liked being able to go to the events and
capture the moments,” Baggs said.
They devised their own system to share the
work and meet deadlines. Not only did they
photograph, but they also wrote stories.
“I liked taking some of the more creative pic-

tures to go along with the articles to convey the
idea,” Grant said.
Chloe Rowland, a three-year veteran on the
Valhalla staff kept the global community in
mind when brainstorming and her talent for
graphics shined with her cartoon of Eric Cahan,
Janet Albee, and Officer Carter as superheroes
in Issue 4.
“I enjoy trying to figure out ways to make a
graphic that is entertaining and relates to the
school. I enjoy seeing the end result,” Rowland
said.
Continuing the depth of our staff were veteran section editors Alexandra Mulvaney and
Kaylee Nunley.
“Since I had to put more work and effort into
the Valhalla this year, I gained more appreciation for it,” Mulvaney said.
They gained layout skills and made countless edits throughout the year.
“As opinion editor, I got to express my
strong views and show off the views of others in
a creative way,” Nunley said.
Iris Favoreal created a cohesive design and
held the editorial staff to a high standard as
design editor. Favoreal spent her own time
learning Illustrator and special techniques in
Photoshop to bring a professional look to the
focus pages of each issue. Her eye for detail and
design impressed the staff. As a three-year veteran, Iris has always pored over each word in
her own stories and the work on her pages.
“Being chosen to create and design the main
pages of the issues and the covers is really gratifying no matter how hectic it gets sometimes.
I’m trusted wtih more design freedom, so I get
to fully express my creativity through the paper,” Favoreal said.
Meredith Brown is the glue that held this
staff together and provided calm leadership.
Her even keel and desire for excellence helped
her staff meet their goals. Her past passion for
softball brought an athlete’s perspective to the
sports section, which was long overdue.
“Being a leader of the Valhalla staff has been
an unforgettable experience. We have the feel
of a family, and that has been a major aspect
to our efficiency and success this year. I hope
that the future years are able to continue having
a close knit staff because communication and
trust are key,” Brown said.
Advising this group of seniors was a treat,
and the work experience prepares them for life
beyond high school. Above all, Journalism is
fun!
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